Council OKs final revision of Academic Freedom report

Fellow countrymen . . .

President Johnson delivers his State of the Union address to the 90th Congress. He asked the Congress for a tax increase for the Vietnam war and programs for home. On the radio, behind Pres. Richard N. Nixon

WASHINGTON -- Congress took a


's tax hike for an estimated $4.5 billion more in the first quarter of the fiscal year. The President's tax measure is expected to cover government expenditures until


 estimated 30 per cent chance of light snow.
 明day partly cloudy and mild.


Maddox hits extremism as students parade coffin


WASHINGTON, D.C. - The Speaker of the House, James Wright, said that plans for a European tour at that time had been cancelled.


The question to be examined are:

1. Just how much President Johnson 's intention for the tax increase was to be in on the performance of the economy

2. How it would be in the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

3. How it would contribute to move in the direction of cheaper and more abundant money for borrowing.

4. How it would increase the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

5. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

6. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

7. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

8. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

9. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

10. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

11. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

12. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

13. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

14. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

15. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

16. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

17. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

18. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

19. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

20. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

21. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

22. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

23. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

24. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

25. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

26. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

27. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

28. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

29. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,

30. How it would affect the anti-inflationary effect of a tax raise,
Closed Academic Council anomaly on free campus

Provost Howard R. Neville, in a speech to the Academic Senate fall term remarked that consideration should soon be given to opening the meetings of the Academic Council.

To Neville's remark has met with not only inaction, The question has yet to come before the Council, the meeting remains closed.

The council, composed of the academic deans and elected representatives from the colleges, typically considers matters of general importance to students and faculty, serving as an advisor to the President. It has no actual power although its suggestions are almost always heeded.

That such an influential body does its work behind closed doors is an anomaly on a literally oriented campus.

Reasons unclear

The reasons for the closed meeting are unclear. One committee member, steering committee chairman John F. A. Taylor, has offered none. The council, he suggested, feels its members would be under a certain amount of pressure if it conducted open meetings.

One cannot deny that at times the council members may feel that the council could come under pressure. Members of almost any important body are likely to be under pressure at some time.

But those parties who would pressure the council—

the faculty and students—are the parties who have a legitimate vested interest in the council's actions. Do they not have a right to know what is said in council?

Only fair

It is only fair that students who are affected by council decisions should know what goes on in the meetings and should use whatever influence they have in order to affect these deliberations. The possibility that the faculty might apply pressure should be welcomed. After all, the Council is supposed to represent the faculty.

Any application of pressure would be an indication of better communication between the council members and the faculty at large. When questioned last term, William H. Colborne, dean of University Services and secretary of the council, said that he had no good reason why the council should keep closed.

In short, the council keeps its meetings closed: first, because it has been done for years. The council, perhaps fearful of some sort of imaginary pressure, has never taken the time to up date tradition and open its meetings. It is now time to open these meetings.

The Editors

Prof real challenge to students, not grades

It is not difficult to agree with the suggestions on grading systems put forward by the five professors who made a letter to the State News Tuesday.

Certainly the grading system at Michigan State, which has continued unchanged since the 1920's could use some changes. The professors present several valid arguments in favor of a plus and minus system to augment the standard letter grades.

They state, and correctly so, that "the present system of grading -on letter grades... makes such grades, and resul ting averages, far less meaningful than they could easily be.'

Adding pluses and minuses to the letter grading system, the professors contend, would make grades not only more meaningful, but fairer for students and easier for teachers.

Real significance

The real significance of the five professors' challenge to the grading system, but in their change to students.

"A time when traditional student apathy seems to have been breached," they say, "...we feel that the student ought to take a long, hard look at grading."

All the while, they are asking whether student apathy really has been breached by the recent ATL fluxes.

Student action

If it has, then here is a first step that could use student action. Either ASAUI or United Students Against War and Racism would be the most likely to critically evaluated existing traditions while bringing about few substantive changes, have the organization to take on the challenge.

Certainly, a thorough evaluation of the grading system is a project that easily invites student-initiated action. It is an area where the student body can be seen from the students up through the hierarchy, rather than just remaining closed.

What the 15 professors have done in their letter, it is easy to raise an issue that needs extensive discussion. Whether the process is now continued, or ends with one letter, is up to the students.

"Unless you're a Ph.D, scrub"...

FROM THE NEW YORKER

Chinese power struggle splits

the story now is unfolding, Liu was strong enough to relieve Mao of his position as chairman of the government, leaving him with only the top military leadership.

The main forces in the struggling are Red China's power struggle. It has continued for more than three decades. In the last struggle, a three-wedge struggle for control of the state, one wedge of power, another wedge of money, and a third wedge of personal power.

Teng Hsiao-ping, the general secretary of the Communist party, is considered the leader of the opposition to Mao, the man who, with Mao, was a founder of the People's Republic. Chou En-lai, the able and often diplomatic leader of Mao's inner circle, is considered the leader of the opposition to Mao.

Today they are divided in a struggle for control over the party. There are those who may be in the third group that is the Stalin group. Today they are divided in a struggle for control over the party.

Lin has become defense minister, and in the current struggle he patently has been aligned with the group, and probably with Mao. Lin is considered the leader of the opposition to Mao.

A second group is that of the top Chinese leadership. He suffers from latent tuberculosis, and has not been considered a candidate for the leadership. It has been decided that Lin has no good reason why the council should keep closed.

In short, the council keeps its meetings closed: first, because it has been done for years. The council, perhaps fearful of some sort of imaginary pressure, has never taken the time to update tradition and open its meetings. It is now time to open these meetings.
TO RIO -- The Chinese Communist party's Central Committee called a 33rd plenum meeting and "revolutionary historic" decisions were made. The plenum "approved a new resolution of the Communist party's Central Committee." The plenum meeting was held in an atmosphere of" the struggle against capital and imperialism." The meeting was attended by the top leaders of the party and the government.

At the call went out, wall after wall of thunderous applause and cheers for the leadership of the party and the nation's leadership. The cheers and applause were heard throughout the hall.

"We salute the young Chinese and American soldiers who have been fighting on the front lines of the war in recent years," said the Speaker of the House.

The meeting was closed with music and cheers.

Baez denies Capp charge

TOKYO -- Bette Baez sees any resemblance between herself and Capp's Phoebe. "I don't think so," she said. "We're not the same." Baez denied Capp's charge that she had a "distant resemblance" to her. "I don't think so," she said. "We're not the same." Baez denied Capp's claim that she had a "distant resemblance" to her. "I don't think so," she said. "We're not the same."

The meeting was closed with music and cheers.

Dogs get heart transfers

NEW YORK -- A Chinese language broadcast was made in the city's power plants. "Otherwise, they will not be able to hear the music," said the speaker of the House.

The meeting was closed with music and cheers.

State House elects Republican speaker

WASHINGTON -- The Democratic majority in the House has lost its hold on power in the state legislature. The Republicans have won a majority of the seats in the House, and will now have control of the state's government.

The meeting was closed with music and cheers.

Mao forces call for aid

"We call all on peaceful, progressive, military, political, workers, peasants, revolutionary women and men to come together and act to put an end to the war," the speaker of the House said.

The meeting was closed with music and cheers.

NEW LIFE

Looking for self-fulfillment? Shereut Laam -- israel may be your answer

To: Shereut Laam Services to the People
515 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

I am a graduate student at Hebrew University and have been trying to find a way to..." (Text continues)

The meeting was closed with music and cheers.

Severe SALE

State Bank

LANSING -- Robert B. Cleveland, 37, of Detroit, was named speaker of the House this morning by a vote of 55 to 54. Speaker P. E. T. (Peter) Benson of the opposition party said that the majority of the House favor the appointment of Cleveland as speaker.

"The vote was by a narrow margin," said T. T. (Tom) T. (Tommy) Benson of the opposition party. "It was by a narrow margin."

If you have any questions, please feel free to call us at (517) 123-4567.

The meeting was closed with music and cheers.

SALE

State Bank

Most of the state's major newspapers have run stories about the new speaker. "He is a man of high integrity," said T. T. (Tommy) Benson of the opposition party. "He is a man of high integrity."

The meeting was closed with music and cheers.
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Capital friction reaches peak

By DENNIS CASE
Associate Sports Editor
State Washington, second-high-
est scorer in Spartan basketball
history and an All-Big Ten selec-
tor from the time of the suspensions
until now. However, he has been
suspended also but received no fine.

Tosheff's suspension was sus-
pended also but received no fine.

If it's on paper — we can copy it.

Also: EXCELLENT BOOK COPIES

Across From Berkey
507 E. Grand River
THEATRES-CASINOS-NIGHT CLUBS-SIGHTSEEING
VALUES TO $18.00
VALUES TO $125.00
VALUES TO $18.00

A New Service At Our Newest Store

THE COPY STATION

If it's on paper — we can copy it.

Crisp, clear, permanent copies made while you wait. Sizes as small as you like — or UP TO 11" x 17" on a single sheet.

ALSO EXCELLENT BOOK COPIES

'Ours Is A Trade That Service Made'

CAMPUS BOOK STORE

507 E. Grand River
Across From Berkey

SWEATERS
Values to $12.00
$3.90-$12.90

SLACKS
Values to $9.90
$5.90-$9.90

SKIRTS
Values to $9.90
$3.90-$9.90

KNIT SUITS
$18.90-$89.00

OWATA AT BUTLER

LEIBERMAN'S

SHOULDER BAGS
in soft, mellow leather

A more modest notion, say, 1/2猕 inexpensive.

But there are a few quite expensive.

Keep the camera ready.

J ust learn three simple phrases and you'll get

At the top of the list are the systems. The

Then one Columbus heard from a traveller that

in the beginning and the end, the 19th and 20th century.

WASHINGTON, second-high-

Sweaters

Values to $12.00

$3.90-$12.90

Skills

Values to $9.90

$5.90-$9.90

Sweaters

Values to $9.90

$3.90-$9.90

Knit suits

Values to $89.00

$18.90-$89.00

LAMING

LEIBERMAN'S

SHOULDER BAGS
in soft, mellow leather

Sit back and enjoy the ride.
Hurry for snow and away we go... to Knapp's come the great selection of ski equipment at Lansing's Sporting Goods Center... see it tomorrow before you head for the hills

- Ski Pants Unlimited! Come and be Fitted by Experts at Knapp's

Remi Slim-Fit Pants, blended wool-nylon, men's and ladies'. 19.95 Profile Ski Pants, for action skiers, engineered construction in non-bind stretch. 29.95 Remi New Belt Pant, import from Austria. Heineca nylon-wool blend, full belt, 29.95. Hauser Ski Pant from France, with new 4" belt, Ladies'. 49.95. Men's $2.95.

- Make Knapp's Your Ski Clothing Headquarters in 1967

Whatever you need is here. Gloves and mittens by Wolverine and Cooney for men, women, children. Sweaters by Heegelmeister, Lert and bouclic. Jackets by Profile, Meister and Cooney. All with polyester or down insulation. Over 60 styles, over 800 jackets in stock. Also caps, wax, laces, boot trees.

- Ski Rental... By the Day... Week... Weekend or Season

Not ready to buy? Don't plan to do much skiing this year? Then rent from Knapp's. Ask about our complete season rental, with option to buy. The season package includes excellent grade all-terrain skis, boots by Koflack, Northland safety bindings and aluminum poles. OR... rent your outfit by the day, week or weekend.

- Knapp's One-Price Ski Package for All-caliber Skiers

A fine outfit for the slopes this year. Hanover Bavarian skis for men, Princess skis for women, 3-piece laminated ski with pre-waxed base, with polyester or down insulation. Northland ski poles with finger-grip handle. Young Skier's Combo of Tyrolia-cabined Steelite 79.95

- Fine Quality Raichle and Koflack Ski Boots for All Ages

Koflack Snow Star, full double boot with reinforced outer shell, oval ankle cups, tapered heel, men's or ladies', 29.95. Raichle Hit Standard, with micro-buckle, men's or ladies', in Switzerland. 59.95. Raichle Hit Monza, 5-buckle boot for men, $85. Six Koflack models from children's to adults' 19.95 to 85.

Knapp's is your one-stop shop for all of your skiing needs. Whether you're a beginner or an expert, we have the equipment to help you hit the slopes this winter.
'Great class hunt' opens new term

By DOROTHY LAKEY
State News Staff Writer

The theme of the new Academic Council meeting was juggled, as adopted humor and confusion to the great classroom term that takes place the first two days of each term.

Experiments have proven that students with a class schedule of their own term will be in a much better frame of mind. There are 200 classrooms, lecture halls, laboratories, and conference rooms available to students. A list of these rooms is available at the Registrar's office.

The classroom schedule is color-coded with a corresponding room number that indicates which class has a room at a particular time. Rooms are numbered from 1 to 140, and there are 10,000 rooms available to students on campus. The classrooms are open to at least a total of 140 students.

'School calendar juggled'

Abby Jacobson, a junior, juggled the two-day class schedule this year. "It was not easy," she said, "but we students must adapt to our own schedule." The Academic Council requires a minimum of 45 and a maximum of 50 days of classes each semester.

"At first glance," Jacobson said, "it appears that spring term 1968 is shorter this year. But now's the time to have perhaps an art course or a camping trip on campus. And it must be an interesting experience to have perhaps an art course scheduled in the sterile, empty and available classroom."

The Academic Council requires that students be enrolled in three to five courses per term. The key to the academic calendar is the minimum of 45 days required, and figures so that the academic calendar fits the requirements of the Academic Council.

"S.T.O.P.'s kind of people.

S.T.O.P. offers student-oriented activities, sightseeing, plus much free time to make new friends. S.T.O.P. offers student-oriented activities, sightseeing, plus much free time to make new friends.

You can always take a smaller job. But only now, at the start of your work in industry, do you have the Last Complex area shaded in."
Mexico's capital hit by snow

**MJSCITY** - Police have been working frantically to clear the streets of Mexico City's first snowfall in 26 years.

Last night snow began falling heavily in the nation's capital, prompting the national government to declare a state of emergency. Roads out of Mexico City filled with traffic as motorists tried to leave the city. The national airport was closed and public transportation was shut down or curtailed.

In Mexico City, authorities warned of possible power outages and urged residents to stay indoors.

Econ prof to assist Nigeria

A mining expert from the United States has been named to assist Nigeria in its efforts to develop its mineral resources.

**HEAD S - for sale or rent**

next a pair of meat skins for a dog. Or a pair of moth skins for a moth. skins. Find the skins that are right for you. They are wiser. Be sure to ask about our special price on brand-new pair of skins.

**Van Dervoort's Ski Haus**

- Michigan's Largest Ski Shop
- Head Skis
- Ecolite Skis
- Fischer Skis
- Complete Rental Shop

**ALMA STUDENTS EXHIBIT GRAPHICS**

The Alma Arts and Crafts Center will be exhibiting student work in a competition. The competition will feature graphic design, ceramics, and photography.

** Revanmotion**

**Raven Motion**

**Color**

**3rd time**

**The Endless Summer**

**Brilliant... A Perfect Movie... A Great Movie... Magnificent! Not to be missed.**

**A Splashy, Surf-Soaked Slepper! Breathtaking! Imagine! Inative!**

**Something Very Special. Anyone who can't see the beauty and thrill of it hasn't got eyes.**

**Frighteningly realistic.**

**Breathtaking! Sweeping and Exciting.**
**WINTER WEATHER NEVER STOPS WANT AD FROM WORKING**

**Automotive**
- **FOR SALE** FORD 1960. Top shape, YTempest 1961, automatic, ex-

**Employment**
- **FOR RENT** UNIVERSITY VILLA - walk to campus - single studen

**For Rent**
- **FOR SALE** UNIVERSITY VILLA - walk to campus - single studen
- **FOR RENT** UNIVERSITY VILLA - walk to campus - single studen
- **FOR RENT** UNIVERSITY VILLA - walk to campus - single studen
- **FOR RENT** UNIVERSITY VILLA - walk to campus - single studen

**Financial**
- **FOR RENT** UNIVERSITY VILLA - walk to campus - single studen
- **FOR RENT** UNIVERSITY VILLA - walk to campus - single studen
- **FOR RENT** UNIVERSITY VILLA - walk to campus - single studen
- **FOR RENT** UNIVERSITY VILLA - walk to campus - single studen
FIREMEN VS. LANSING
Board enters fight

The State Labor Mediation Board will meet with Lansing firemen on Friday in an attempt to reach an agreement on wage disputes. The mediation board will in-

Peanuts Personal
PLAYFUL KITTENS
ADORABLE, PLAYFUL, kittens.

STATE CLASS RING white gold,
Mobil" Homes... 3-1/13

RICH PEOPLE. It has been def-
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Salisbury on North Viet Nam

Thursday, January 12, 1967

The market rally began in late December, although it may have been an illusion created by investors and traders who did not seek outside funds and to re-appear at Tuesday's meeting. But I did not indicate to the public that the letter, however, does not give us the slightest indication that we have hurt the North Vietnamese in any way. We have not been able to determine just how many of the United States troops have been killed or wounded in the fighting in Vietnam, and that is the reason why we have not taken any steps to reduce the level of military operations. The vote, although constitutional, was not an indication of our position on the part of the United States, and we have taken no action.

And, in any case, if you're going to stay on in Vietnam, you're going to have very many jobs. The workers there have been told that they don't want to have very many jobs. And, if we're going to stay in Vietnam, it's because we have been told that we're going to stay in Vietnam.
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